Abstract-Correctly controlling a fuel cell system and maintaining correct operating conditions, particularly under dynamic load variations, is difficult without advanced, multivariable control systems. In order to design and implement such controllers, an appropriate fuel cell system model is required.
I. INTRODUCTION Power supply and generation technology has to be able to adapt to fast load changes or changing operating conditions to become accepted by end-users. For new technologies such as fuel cell systems, this means the the system's behaviour has to be understood and appropriately modelled. This knowledge can then be leveraged to design advanced control strategies that allow running the system at maximum efficiency while maintaining it in a healthy operating regime.
While full featured 3D or 2D finite element models can accurately describe the complicated phenomena occurring in the FC, their numerical nature makes them unsuitable for use in an real-time system controller. A simple, computationally non-intensive FC system model describing the dominant system time constants is therefore required.
Such a model will be outlined for a typical Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC) System. First of all, the effect of the operating conditions on the fuel cell stack's performance is described. for this, the species transport in the system is described in a 1-dimensional approach. By introducing appropriate simplifications, a fully analytical description of the water transport within the system is derived. The resulting reactant concentration at the electrode interface along with the water content of the membrane allows to determine the overall stack voltage.
Secondly, the system's auxiliaries responsible for providing reaction gas flow and conditioning along with temperature control will be described in a dynamic, state-space inspired approach. Those models link the user (or ultimately controller) input to the resulting operating conditions for the fuel cell stack.
This knowledge is then used to combine the two models yielding an overall system state space model that will serve as the basis for implementing advanced control strategies.
II. FUEL CELL STACK DESCRIPTION AND MODEL
A PEMFC fuel cell converts hydrogen and oxygen through an electrochemical reaction into water, electricity and waste heat. The reaction can be written as:
The reaction takes place in two spatially separated half cells as shown on Figure 1 . The fuel cell is fed with reaction gases (ie. hydrogen and air) and maintained at a certain temperature by circulating a cooling liquid through the cells. The electrical load draws a given current from the fuel cell. These operating conditions are considered as system inputs in the context of this article. In order to describe the fuel cell voltage based on the operating conditions, water and reaction gas transport in the system has to be described. In order to achieve an anal)ytical expression for the complex species transport phenomena within the fuel cell stack, the rodel consideres stack-averaged concentrations under steady state conditions. A novel approach for analytically determining the overall water transport within the systen will be outlined. More details can be found in [1] . Ionic losses (qi.n) describe the losses due to proton transport through the polymer membrane. Like the electronic conduction losses, they can be described as an ohmic overpotential. However, in the case of the ionic overpotential, the membrane conductivity is strongly dependent on the membrane water content , wbich bas been widely shown in literature [3] . The expression proposed by Springer et al. in [4] was adopted to describe the membrane conductivity (TUn The ionic overpotential can then be written as a function of the membrane thickness 6m and the current density I".
rn,
The different losses depend on the gas concentration at the reaction site and/or on the amount of water present in the membrane. Therefore, species transport in the cell needs to be described appropriately based on the FC operating parameters.
The following paragraphs outline a simplified, space averaged model to achieve this rmore details can be found in [I] B. Reaction Gas Transport The pressure difference driven flow along the gas channels (4) is imposed by the fuel cell auxiliaries. In order to describe the subsequent gas transport in the direction perpendicular to 442 'qact
the membrane, an average species concentration in the gas channel is derived. Assuming no gas storage in the gas channel, a mass balance on the different species flowrate (shown for the cathode gas channel in Figure 3 ) allows to determine the average molar fraction of all species in the gas channel. Where the the equivalent overall GDL diffusivity DGj1' is the sum of a Sherwood type diffusion describing the gas transport from the gas channel into the diffusion layer and a diffusion term describing transport through the diffusion layer.
The Henry constant H0 H in front of the brackets describes the reduction in oxygen concentration as the oxygen has to dissolve into the water-ionomer mixture surrounding the reaction sites in the catalyst layer.
C. Water Transport
Water is the only sepcies in the fuel cell that can migrate from the anode (hydrogen) compartment to the cathode as shown in Figure 4 . The actual water transfer will influence the species concentrations derived in section I1-B along with the ionic conductivity of the membrane.
In order to simplify the notation of the different water fluxes, a membrane water transfer coefficient a [5] is introduced measuring the water crossing from anode to cathode as a function of the water production at the cathode. 
Water transport in the membrane can be related to three distinct transport phenomena:
* Water transport by electroosmotic drag is related to a frictional interaction between protons and water moleculesas protons migrate across the membrane water molecules get dragged along.
. Water transport by diffusion (backdiffusion) is due to a water concentration difference on either side of the membrane. Typically, due to the water production at the cathode, water concentration there is higher than at the anode. Since the resulting water transport is in the opposite direction of the proton movement, this phenomena is typically called backdiffusion. * Water transport by convection is due to a pressure difference across the membrane. This is typically given by the FC system design.
Adopting results from [4] , [2] , [6] and [7] EVW is the membrane equivalent weight, Pm,dry its density, kP its hydraulic permeability, s a swelling factor, I the water viscosity and D,1','>7 its diffusivity in the membrane.
Water transport in the gas diffusion layer is closely interwoven with gas transport in that same region. In order to correctly describe what is happening, multicomponent diffusion with phase changes and liquid water convection would have to be accounted for -requiring finite element software to solve.
Berg et al. [8] have shown an interesting approach that allows to regroup most unknowns in one parameter that has to be fitted to experimental data. This provides an analytical expression of water transport within the GDL. Their approach was adopted and is outlined in the following paragraphs.
It mainly consists in expressing the water flux across the GDL as a gradient driven phenomena, where the gradient is the difference in membrane water content -expressed as a equilibrium sorption value (c or (a based on water activity in the gas channel. These values are determined from the sorbtion curve shown by [4] and [9] . The resulting flux equations can be written as:
for the cathode diffusion layer -the same equation can be adapted for the anode side. -y is the water transfer coefficient that describes mass transport limitations due to the GDL and the water uptake of the membrane through the GDL-MEM interface.
The mass balance equations that describe the average species concentration in the gas channel (6) along with the water transport equations (11) and (12) form the governing equations for the overall water transfer coefficient a.
Solving that system of equations typically requires iterative solution procedures unsuitable for a real time controller implementation. Introducing appropriate simplifications2the equations can be reduced to a third order equation in a for which analytical solutions are available.
The resulting analytical, overall fuel cell stack model that describes fuel cell performance based on the operating conditions is shown in Figure 5 .
III. FUEL CELL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEL
The fuel cell stack described and modelled in section II forms the centre of the fuel cell system where auxiliary systems for air and hydrogen supply and conditioning and thermal management permit to run the fuel cell under the desired operating conditions. Such a fuel cell system is shown in Figure 6 .
A volumetric air compressor feeds air into the cathode manifold where it passes through a humidification system and enters the FC stack at a given temperature and relative humidity. From the cathode, where part of the oxygen is consumed by the electrochemical reaction, it exits the FC through a water separator into ambient air.
On the hydrogen side, the fuel is introduced into the anode manifold and from there into the FC through a pressure regulator. Upon exiting the FC stack, the leftover hydrogen is re-injected into the anode manifold by a volumetric hydrogen pump.
2This includes a linear membrane water sorption characteristics, a linear water content profile in the membrane and a negligible swelling factor. See [1] for more details.
The generated electricity is either fed into a given load or injected into the grid through an adapted power convertor. Heat is rejected through a water cooling circuit connected to a liquid/liquid heat exchanger. Cooling water flow is provided by a small, speed controllable water pump.
Due to the limited scope of this article, only the air supply subsystem will be explained in detail -for the other components, the modelling approach is simply outlined.
A. Air Supply Subsystem Model
The air supply subsystem consisting of an air compressor (CO), a humidification system, the fuel cell cathode compartment along with the water separator at the exit is shown in Figure 6 . From a controls point of view, the user input to the air supply subsystem is the voltage applied to the compressor -the air flow rate and pressure in the FC cathode compartment are the resulting outputs.
For the air supply dynamics, the humidifier only contributes to the inlet volume and the influence of the water separator at the exit can be neglected. The volume of the FC cathode gas distribution channels is very small compared to the inlet chamber volume (pipes and humidifier) and can therefore be modelled as a simple airflow resistance. The schematic resulting from these assumptions is shown in Figure 7 .
Within such a representation, three different time constants in the system can be distinguished -an electrical time constant related to the current in the compressor, a mechanical time constant related to the inertia of the compressor and a hydraulic time constant related to the volume in the air supply system.
The 
Assuming constant temperature and ideal gas law behaviour, the term describing the pressure dynamics is expressed by (15). Equations (13), (14) and (15) can then be combined in matrix notation to give a state space description of the air supply subsystem.
As shown in Figure 6 , a humidifier controls the air humidity before the cathode inlet. Because of the experimental nature of the implemented humidification system, the humidifier is not included in the model. Inlet air humidity is accounted for through the measurement of the air dew point in the inlet manifold.
B. Hydrogen Supply Subsystem Model
The hydrogen supply subsystem is composed of a pressure reducing valve connecting it to the hydrogen source, a hydrogen recirculation pump and the FC anode compartement (see Figure 6 ). The inlet hydrogen pressure is directly controlled by a mechanical pressure regulation valve. A similar approach to the one taken with the air supply subsystem results in a state space model describing the dynamics of the hydrogen massflow.
C. Thermal Management Subsystem Model
The thermal management subsystem is composed of the cooling channels integrated into the fuel cell stack, a variable speed cooling liquid pump and a liquid-liquid heat exchanger to reject heat to a chill water circuit as shown in Figure 6 .
The fuel cell temperature is assumed uniform. Applying a basic energy balance for the fuel cell allows to express the evolution of the stack temperature as a first order differential equation. The heat exchanger is considered a heat transfer element only. Performance is described as a function of the heat exchanger efficiency along with the chill water flowrate. The equations resulting from the description of the different elements are regrouped to yield a state space expression for the fuel cell stack temperature as a function of the cooling liquid flowrate, the chill water temperature and the heat generated by the fuel cell.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data from [10] was used to validate the fuel cell stack model. The data consists of two current-voltage curves recorded at a cell temperature of TFC = 70C and stoichiometric flow ratios of Aair = A,, = 2 with reaction gas dew point temperatures of TDP = 50°C and TDP = 65°C respectively.
The data set with a reaction gas dew point temperature of TDP = 50°C was used to identify the model parameters. The same fluctuations are also found on the compressor current measurements where they are related to a variation in required motor torque over one cycle. t models, experimental
The modelled pressure evolution correctly reproduces the re shown in Figure 9 time constants of the system. The actual pressure predictions however, do not follow the experimentally observed values. uel cell resistance and This is related to the use of an "equivalent" flow resistance )ressure variation time element in lieu of the fuel cell in the experimental setup. s in turn represents the While the air supply subsystem model supposes the linear mass flow changes are flow rate-pressure drop characteristics typical for laminar flow conditions, the actual flow resistance is a discharge valve.
, as can be seen on The pressure drop across such a valve is typically described flow rate (corresponds by a quadratic pressure drop-flow rate characteristic. This stack) exhibits a time difference is exhibited by the data shown in Figure 9 (b) where uin factor limiting fuel the model under-predicts the actual pressure drop at high flow ditions. rates and over-estimates the actual pressure drop at low flow rate is around 10 % for rates.
iw rates, the prediction und 20 % for a flow V. CONCLUSION of the measured flow An analytical PEM fuel cell system model for control he use of a membrane applications has been developed in this article. A steady state fuel cell stack model determines the fuel cell performance and membrane water content on the basis of the cell's operating conditions. Those operating conditions are described by a dynamic model as a function of the user's interaction with the balance of plant systems.
The stack model has been shown to correctly predict the change in fuel cell voltage due to a change in operating conditions for a healthy fuel cell stack. The dynamic behaviour of the auxiliary systems has been accurately reproduced by the state-space for the balance of plant systems. Both models combined relate the effect of an interaction with the fuel cell system to the dynamic change in system performance and efficiency.
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